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Abstract
Reverse engineering has been a standard practice in the hardware community for some time. It
has only been within the last ten years that reverse engineering, or “program comprehension,”
has grown into the current sub-discipline of software engineering. Traditional software engineering is primarily focused on the development and design of new software. However, most programmers work on software that other people have designed and developed. Up to 50% of a software
maintainers time can be spent determining the intent of source code. The growing demand to
reevaluate and reimplement legacy software systems, brought on by the proliferation of clientserver and World Wide Web technologies, has underscored the need for reverse engineering tools
and techniques. This paper introduces the terminology of reverse engineering and gives some of
the obstacles that make reverse engineering difficult. Although reverse engineering remains
heavily dependent on the human component, a number of automated tools are presented that aid
the reverse engineer.

Introduction of and Motivation for Reverse Engineering
“Reverse engineering” has its origins in the analysis of hardware for commercial or military
advantage [4]. The purpose is to deduce design decisions from end products with little or no additional knowledge about the procedures involved in the original production. The same techniques
are currently being researched for application to legacy software systems, not for industrial or
defense ends, but rather to recover incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise unavailable documentation.
Software reverse engineering, or program comprehension or understanding, is a research area
devoted to developing tools and methodologies to aid in the understanding and management of
the increasing number of legacy systems. Traditional software engineering research and development focuses on increasing the productivity and quality of systems under development or being
planned [24].
However, maintenance of existing systems is estimated to consume between 50% and 80% of the
resources in the total software budget [2, 15]. Within the maintenance function, reverse engineering activities (“comprehension”) require 47% and 62% of the total time for enhancement and correction tasks, respectively [7].
Without diminishing the importance of software engineering activities focusing on initial design
and development, empirical evidence suggests that significant resources are devoted to reversing

the effects of poorly designed or neglected software systems. In a perfect world, all software systems, past and present, would be developed and maintained with the benefit of well structured
software engineering guidelines. In the real world, many systems are not or have had their structured design negated, and there must be tools and methodologies to handle these cases.

Reverse Engineering Defined
To better define the area of reverse engineering, it is first necessary to explain in the larger context
of the software system lifecycle. The following terms and definitions are adapted from the canonical taxonomy given in [4]:
Forward Engineering: This term, the obvious opposite of reverse engineering, is offered to
distinguish the traditional software engineering process from reverse engineering.
Reverse Engineering: The process of identifying software components, their interrelationships, and representing these entities at a higher level of abstraction. Reverse
engineering by itself involves only analysis, not change. Program comprehension and
program understanding are terms often used interchangeably with reverse engineering
Four specializations of reverse engineering are offered, in increasing level of impact:
Redocumentation: Perhaps the weakest form of reverse engineering, this involves
merely the creation (if none existed) or revision of system documentation at the
same level of abstraction.
Design Rediscovery: Redocuments, but uses domain knowledge and other external
information where possible to create a model of the system at a higher level of
abstraction.
Restructuring: Lateral transformation of the system within the same level of
abstraction. Also maintains same level of functionality and semantics.
Reengineering: The most radical and far reaching extension. Generally
involves a combination of reverse engineering for comprehension, and a
reapplication of forward engineering to reexamine which functionalities need
to be retained, deleted or added.
Substituting “business process” or “organization” for “software system” is the
subject area of the popular Business Process Reengineering [10, 11]. The
techniques are the same, just applied to a large scope.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between forward and the degrees of reverse engineering.
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Figure 1: Forward Engineering, Reverse Engineering, and Derivatives

Difficulties for the Reverse Engineer
Reverse engineering is a challenging task because it involves mapping between different worlds
in five distinct areas [21, 24]:
1. Application Domain <--> Programming Language
A programming language is just a model environment to solve some real problem. While
tools exist to assist in understanding what the code is doing from a code perspective, there
is little to assist the reverse engineer in determining what is occurring with the code from a
domain perspective.
2. Machines and Programs <--> Abstract, High-Level Design
Simple, abstract concepts (“sort the list of customers by last name”) quickly become lost
in the minutia detail of programming. Computer science education is largely about
mapping from the abstract to the detailed implementation, but there is little to assist
in the reverse mapping.
3. Original Coherent, Structured System <--> Actual System, With Structure Decaying
Even when good documentation is available for a system, maintenance over time causes
the structure to drift from the original specification [1]. The reverse engineer must be
able to reconcile and synchronize the documented design and the current implemented
design.

4. Hierarchical Programs <--> Cognitive Association
Computer programs and formal, hierarchical expressions. Humans think in associative
“chunks” of data. A reverse engineer must be able to “build up correct high level chunks
from the low level details evident in the program” [24].
5. Bottom-Up Code Analysis <--> Top-Down Application Analysis
Code analysis is by its nature a bottom-up exercise. It requires, simultaneously, higher
level meaning to be extracted from code fragments, and higher level concepts to be
mapped to lower level implementations. To make this task even more difficult, the
engineer must be able to handle obfuscations such as interleaving [23]. Interleaving is the
intentional (for optimization) or accidental (poor design or sloppy maintenance) colocation of logically separate tasks within the same spatial sequence.
Currently, reverse engineering is currently heavily dependent on human interaction and steering
[enc]. While there are tools to assist the reverse engineer in program comprehension, it is not a
fully automated process. The human element present in program comprehension is the subject of
another field, software psychology, pioneered by Shneiderman [25]. Software psychology measures human performance while interacting with computer and information systems. For surveys
on software psychology, the reader is referred to [16, 19].

Approaches to Automating Reverse Engineering
A variety of approaches for automated assistance are available for the reverse engineer in program comprehension. A full list of reverse engineering approaches is available in [24]. Some of
the more prominent approaches include:
1. Textual, lexical and syntactic analysis - these approaches focus on the source code itself
and its representations. These include the use of UNIX’s lex, lexical metrics (counting
assignments, identifiers, etc.) outlined in [9], and even automated parsing of the code
searching for cliches [26]. Cliches are standard approaches to problem solving that can
extracted from the source code to give hints about design decisions. The unit of
examination is the program source itself.
2. Graphing methods - there are a variety of graphing approaches for program
understanding. These include, in increasing order of complexity and richness: graphing
the control flow of the program[12], the data flow of the program [12], and program
dependence graphs [6]. The unit of examination is a graphical representation of the
program source.
3. Execution and testing - there are a variety of methods for profiling, testing, and
observing program behavior, including actual execution and inspection walkthroughs.
Dynamic testing and debugging is well known and there are several tools available
for this function. For large systems, a technique called “partial evaluation” is available
to identify and test isolate components of a system [17]. “Abstract interpretation” is
a method for using denotational semantics to perform static testing through simulating
the behavior of the actual system [5]. The unit of examination is a full, partial, or
simulated execution of the program.

Synchronized Refinement
A representative hybrid method of program understanding is known as Synchronized Refinement.
“Synchronized Refinement consists of two parallel activities: the synthesis of functional and nonfunctional behavioral descriptions and the code-level analysis of the program text” [18]. This parallel relationship is depicted in figure 2.
Synchronized Refinement is an iterative process, using automated tools for code-analysis and
human “steering” for course correction. Initial supposed design decisions, acquired from documentation, domain knowledge, or some additional non-source code information source, seed the
process. Then detailed source code analysis is performed to verify the proposed design decision
against observed implementation. Differences are noted and the design decisions revised. With a
more accurate model of the design decisions, the process is repeated again, continuously refining
and adjusting the direction of the analysis.
The developers of Synchronized Refinement report their results on a number reverse engineering
projects, including military, telephony, and real-time systems, as well as the tools developed to
assist in Synchronized Refinement in [18, 14, 20].
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Figures 2: Synchronized Refinement iterating to actual design

Application to Legacy Systems
Applying reverse engineering to legacy systems is a growth business. According to [27], there are
hundreds of billions of lines of source code in the world, and 70% of it is COBOL. Within the
realm of scientific computing, the code is almost entirely FORTRAN [13]. It takes little imagination to speculate on the condition and style of the code, the presence and quality of documentation, and lack of corporate memory of the understanding how these codes actually work.
In some cases, organizations consider software systems “capital assets” because they are the most
current documentation of how processes are conducted [24]. The official documentation for the
organization becomes unsynchronized with reality, and limited resources and deadlines encourage

the staff to allow the traditional documentation to become stale. Over time, the organization
becomes dependent on the software system to answer fundamental questions. The software system effectively becomes the oracle for the organization.
An additional observed side effect of poorly documented legacy systems is that personnel do not
easily rotate in and out of organizations charged with maintaining systems with high learning
curves [18]. This decreases the competitive flexibility of the organization by having staff either
unqualified to perform tasks, or qualified only to perform 1 subset of tasks.
As mentioned before, traditional software engineering often presupposes new development
efforts. This is the ideal scenario, but in practice the chance to start systems with a clean sheet of
paper happens infrequently. Even if a functional system is to be totally rewritten, using the most
current hardware and software available, it is generally replacing a previous, functionally similar
system that must be understood, even if it is to be retired. Increasingly, this recognition is evidenced in ways such as self-describing data-files for scientific applications having support for legacy systems explicitly included [8].
The legacy software problem will likely become more prevalent in the research literature, as organizations realize that 1) they have a problem with legacy systems and 2) tools and methods for
program understanding are immature. Some examples of reverse engineering support for military
legacy systems include [22, 3].
There are 2 significant events accelerating the pace at which legacy systems are being reexamined. The first is the growth of client-server systems. This includes the supporting technologies
that are driving this area: the proliferation of cheap, powerful workstation class machines and
recent advances in database management systems. This has been an active commercial market for
several years. The second and more recent event is the acceptance of World Wide Web (WWW)
as a universal interface. At the Fourth World Wide Web conference in Boston, December 1995,
there was a significant focus on the application of WWW to legacy systems.
These events and technologies do not directly aid in reverse engineering. Rather, they are responsible for creating a larger demand for reverse engineering tools and techniques. Without clientserver proliferation, and to a lesser extent WWW, mainframe codes would have been less likely to
receive this sort of wholesale reevaluation.

Conclusions
Whereas traditional software engineering primarily focuses on “doing it right the first time,”
reverse engineering addresses the expensive area of maintenance, where one pays the cost of not
having done it right the first time, or allowing it to decay over time. Software reverse engineering,
or program comprehension, is the difficult task of recovering design and other information from a
software system. It is difficult to perform because there are intrinsic difficulties in performing the
mapping between the language of high level design requirements and the details of low level
implementation. Although reverse engineering depends heavily on the human in the loop, there
are a variety of automation methodologies available for support. Synchronized Refinement, a
hybrid method involving an iterative application of both automation and human intuition and

observation, is briefly presented. Finally, the driver for interest in reverse engineering is over 70%
of the world’s source code is not written in “modern” languages and between 50% and 80% of a
systems lifecycle cost is consumed by maintenance. Comprehension of existing systems consumes between 47% and 62% of maintenance resources. Changing hardware, network and information architectures are forcing a revisitation of many legacy systems, particularly mainframe
databases. The largest catalyst to date has been the proliferation of client-server computing, which
has received renewed energy with the popularity of World Wide Web technologies.
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